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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Mark Maestrone
SPI 2016 Election
It’s time to elect your SPI Officers and Board
Members for the 2016-2018 term. Ballots are enclosed with this issue which you may complete and
return via regular mail to our Secretary/Treasurer,
Andrew Urushima – or, save yourself a stamp and
vote online by pointing your browser to:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LZ2YWR8
Please do take a few moments to vote – the
candidates will appreciate it! Thanks also to Glenn
Estus for serving as our Nominations Chairman.
It’s Membership Renewal Time
Yes, members, it’s once again time to renew
your membership in SPI. Dues rates remain the
same for another year.
We’ve enclosed a handy renewal envelope
with this issue to make it easy for you to send in
your payment. If you DID NOT receive a renewal
envelope, you are current for another year.
Payment must be received by August 15, 2016
in order to receive the Fall (September) issue
without delay. You can easily pay with a check or
money order mailed to our membership chairman,
Jerome Wachholz, 1320 Bridget Lane, Twinsburg,
OH 44087. We can also accept payment through
our PayPal account: treasurer@sportstamps.org
2016 World Olympic Collectors Fair
NY2016 World Stamp Show
Elsewhere in this issue you will find reports on
the 2016 World Olympic Collectors Fair, held
concurrently with the AICO General Assembly in
Gothenburg, Sweden, and the enormous decennial
NY2016 World Stamp Show in New York City.

For those who weren’t able to make it to New
York, you missed a terrific event! The SPI Booth
was buzzing with Olympics and sports stamp
collectors of all ages throughout the exhibition. Our
society dinner on Sunday night at a funky little
tavern in Greenwich Village was great fun. The SPI
meeting the following day was well-attended with
visitors enjoying our two speakers, Nancy Clark and
John Everett. And last, but most importantly, SPI not
only made back all the costs associated with our
booth, but we also signed up TWELVE new members! A great success due in large measure to all
the SPI volunteers who gave so generously of their
time to help staff the SPI Booth. Special thanks to
our SPI Vice President, Norm Jacobs, for sharing
the workload in arranging this event. Couldn’t have
done it without him!
Special World Olympic Collectors Fair
Postcards and Pins Available
The very attractive logo of the
22nd World Olympic Collectors Fair
(right) was featured on both a limited edition pin (350 made) and
postcard created by the Gothenburg Sports Museum. These are still
available (while supplies last) for
purchase until the end of 2016. The
price for one pin is €5 plus €1.50
shipping. The mint postcard may be purchased
for €2 plus €1.50 shipping.
Payment may be made by using PayPal
(hans.elbel@idrottsmuseet.se) or by mail:
Gothenburg Sports Museum
(Idrottsmuseet)
Övre Kaserngården 12
415 28 Göteborg, SWEDEN

The SPI web site is located at: http://www.sportstamps.org
Mark Maestrone: markspi@prodigy.net
Norman Jacobs: nfjjr@comcast.net
Andrew Urushima: aurushima@yahoo.com
Charles Covell: covell@louisville.edu
John La Porta: album@comcast.net
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Patricia Ann Loehr: (none at this time)
Joseph Lopreiato: jolopreiato@comcast.net
Norman Rushefsky: normanrush@yahoo.com
Robert Wilcock: bob@towlard.freeserve.co.uk
Jerome Wachholz: spimembership@gmail.com
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The 75 Anniversary
of the South African
Rugby Board
by Ronald Klimley

Stamps

n August 23, 1862 the first rugby match
was played in South Africa featuring
teams comprised of civilians and military
residents of Cape Town. The members of
the military had learned the game while at school
in England and introduced the game to South Africa.
In 1875 the first organized rugby club was formed,
Hamilton Club, and a year later a second club
emerged called the Village Club. By 1889 the game
of rugby had spread throughout South Africa and in
an effort to bring some uniformity to the rules and
consistency to these clubs the South Africa Rugby
Board was established.
As part of the anniversary celebration a set of
two stamps commemorating the 75th Anniversary
of the Rugby Board was issued on the 8th of May
1964. In addition to the commemorative stamps a
series of games were played in South Africa involving the national team. The South African National
team, also known as the Springboks because of the
badge on their national team jersey, played against
England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, New Zealand,
and Australia in these games or test matches as they
are referred to.
It was during a tour of England in 1906 that the
Springbok became a part of the official team
emblem. The South African team captains were
concerned that during the tour the London newspapers would likely give the South African team an
unflattering nickname if they didn't come up with
one on their own. The team captains settled on the
Springbok, a small common gazelle of South Africa,
for the emblem and the nickname that followed
was simply the “Boks.”

The two stamps issued to commemorate the
Anniversary were placed on sale on the 8th of May
in 1964. The 2½¢ stamp, issued to meet the local
rate, depicts the official badge of the Rugby Board.
The 12½¢ stamp, issued to
meet the United Kingdom
airmail rate, depicts an
anonymous player diving
across the goal line. As
shown in Figure 1 the
stamps are printed on
Figure 1. “RSA”
“RSA” watermarked paper.
watermark.
As a result of the multiple
colors used for each stamp there were two color
cylinders used on each, as noted in the margins. In
addition there were two panes printed which were
then separated resulting in the final sheet. These are
designated as either pane A or pane B, also noted
in the margins.

O
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2½¢ value

Cylinder Numbers : S11 (brown); S7 (green)
Panes: A and B
Sheet Layout: cylinder numbers lower left; red

sheet numbers on pane B; marginal arrow panes A
and B
12½¢ value

Cylinder Numbers: S12 (yellow-olive-green); S14
(blue-black)
Panes: A and B
Sheet Layout: cylinder numbers lower left; red
sheet numbers on pane B; marginal arrow panes A
and B
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Commemorative Cancellations
The stamps were first released for sale in
Johannesburg and Cape Town and in each city a
commemorative cancel was used. The cancels are
identical for each city, with the only change being
the city name at the center of the cancel. Examples
of the two cancels are seen in Figure 5.

Official First Day Covers
1964 was the final year that sponsoring organizations were authorized to create their own first day
cover cachet, beginning in 1965 cachets were issued
by the South African Post Office. For the Rugby
Board issue, the term “official” means that these
cachets were created by the South African Rugby
Board. The official Rugby Board first day covers

Figure 2. Misaligned perforations on the 2½¢ value
most easily visible at intersection of the four stamps.

Varieties
The Stamps of the Republic of South Africa
catalogue identifies ten constant varieties on the
2½¢ value and twelve on the 12½¢ value. In addition
there is a variety in the perforation referred to as a
“misaligned” perforation which occurs when the
perforation pins are not properly aligned. An
example of a misaligned perforation is shown in
Figure 2. Finally are doctor blade errors which are
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The doctor blade is
intended to wipe excess ink from the un-etched part
of the cylinder leaving only the etched portion to
print. These flaws are not constant and as a result
much more difficult to find.

4 Summer 2016

Figure 3. Doctor blade error. Traces of ink are visible in
left selvedge and on top left stamp.
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Figure 5. Examples of the First Day Cancel from Cape
town and Johannesburg.

Figure 4. Doctor blade error on the 12½¢ value, visible
across the middle of the right column of stamps.

were issued in two sizes, 160 x 124 mm and 160 x
96 mm. An example of each size can be seen in
Figures 6 and 7. These two covers are also significant as they are both signed by Danie Craven who
was a former member of the South African Rugby
national team, national coach, and national and
international rugby administrator. In 2007 he
became just the third inductee into the International
Rugby Board Hall of Fame.
In Cape Town official covers were available from
the Postmaster (philatelic) at the Cape Town GPO.
In Johannesburg official covers were available from
both the Johannesburg Postmaster (philatelic) at the
Johannesburg GPO and at Ellis Park which was the
location of the National Rugby Stadium. On covers
from Cape Town the registration etiquette seen on
official covers is from office 169 from the Cape
Town GPO. (I have one rarely seen example from
Cape Town with the older style etiquette from office
No. 69 also the Cape Town GPO.) On covers from
Johannesburg registration etiquettes on official
covers are seen from two offices, 236 and 257.
Journal of Sports Philately

Figure 6. Official Rugby Board FDC (large size) signed
by South African Rugby player, coach and administrator, Danie Craven.

Figure 7. The smaller sized Official Rugby Board FDC,
also with autograph of Danie Craven.

Unofficial First Day Covers
Unofficial covers were created utilizing several
methods including thermography (Figures 8, 9, and
10); printing (Figures 11, 12, and 13); and even a
rubber hand stamp (Figure 14).
Summer 2016 5

Figures 8-10. Three unofficial First
Day Covers with thermographic
cachets.

Figures 11-13. Unofficial First Day
Covers with printed cachets.

Figure 14. Example of an unofficial First
Day cover with a rubber hand stamp
cachet.

6 Summer 2016
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Figure 15. Commercial use of the 2½¢ stamp accompanied
by a cinderella label.

Springboks were perceived to be prominent representatives of apartheid South Africa.
As is often the case, sport played a significant
role in social change. Slowly, encouraged no doubt
by the international sporting community which had
ostracized the Springboks, leaders within the rugby
community in South Africa began to support change
as racially separate unions began to combine forces.
When the Springboks won the Rugby World Cup
in 1995 President Nelson Mandela wore the No. 6
jersey of the team’s captain, Francois Pienaar, and
the two embraced in a spontaneous gesture of
racial reconciliation. While there was still much to
resolve things in South Africa began to change more
rapidly with rugby having played a major part. È

Commercial Use
Figure 15 is a local use of the 2½¢ value with a
tied cinderella which was issued to celebrate the
75th Anniversary of the Vrouesendingbond or
Women’s Missionary League which was coincidentally also founded in 1889. Figure 16 is a solo use of
the 12½¢ value to England. Finally Figure 17 is a
scarce mixed currency issue use to Germany. On
February 14, 1961 the pound currency had been
replaced by the rand currency and this cover is
franked with a definitive pound currency stamp and
the 2½¢ Rugby Board stamp.

Conclusion
It is important to note the significance of rugby
in South Africa in a historical context as well. In 1964
South Africa celebrated the 75th Anniversary of the
Rugby Board, coincidentally 1964 was also the year
that Nelson Mandela was imprisoned on Robben
Island. At the time there were actually separate
rugby unions for white and “non-white” players; the

Figure 17. Mixed currency use of the 2½¢ South Africa
Rugby Board stamp with an old 1 shilling 3 pence springbok
stamp. The cover was mailed to West Germany.
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Figure 16. Solo use of the 12½¢ value to England.
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An Olympic Gathering
in Gothenburg
by Mark Maestrone

E

ach year, Olympic collectors from around
the world gather for an annual festival of
buying, selling and trading Olympic collectibles (stamps, coins, pins and memorabilia). Playing host this year to the three-day event
from 13-15 May, was the Sports Museum in Gothenburg on Sweden’s southwest coast, about a 3-hour
train ride from Stockholm.
The Gothenburg Sports Museum (Idrottsmuseet,
in Swedish), a member of the Olympic Museum
Network, is housed in facilities that were once used
by the Göta Artillery Regiment dating back to 1895.
Known as the Kvibergs Kaserner, the complex of
buildings has, since the 1990s, become part of a
modern sports complex complete with hotel, sports
school and both indoor and outdoor activities for
families. There is even a subterranean ski complex
– the Nordic Wellness Skidome – beneath the hotel,
complete with 1.2 km of snow-covered cross-country skiing tracks!
The organizers of the fair provided a well-lit
indoor hall large enough to provide plenty of space
for the bourse of 100+ dealers. In addition to the
usual preponderance of memorabilia and pin
vendors selling everything from Olympic torches to
unusual trinkets, there was a surprisingly robust
philatelic representation from a wide variety of
Scandinavian dealers. Typically this has not been
the case in more recent World Olympic Collectors
Fairs. Some of the philatelists who were present
discovered some very nice items for their collections/exhibits.

A view of the Fair at the Kvigergs complex.
8 Summer 2016

Official postcard of the 22nd World Olympic Collectors Fair hosted by the Gothenburg Sports Museum.

For the first time at a World Olympic Collectors
Fair, admission was charged – the equivalent of
US$12 for adults and US$2.50 for children. This may
have been a factor in the light visitor traffic on both
Friday and Saturday. One dealer mentioned that she

Official fair opening: (standing) Roman Babut, President
AICO; Lars Rifve, Swedish Olympic collector; Stephanie
Coppex, IOC; Hans Elbel, Director, Gothenburg Sports
Museum; Yasmin Meichtry and Patricia Reymond, IOC.
At front, David Lega, Paralympian medalist 1996 & 2000,
new President of the Gothenburg Sports Museum.
Journal of Sports Philately

Postmarking covers and postcards with the special Fair
cancellation.

amount of white space was provided for their
autograph. The postcards were free to everyone. A
complete list of the postcards is reproduced on the
following page. The complete set of postcards may
also be viewed by going to the SPI website:
www.sportstamps.org/PDFdocuments/2016WOCF_pc.pdf

William Thoresson was one of 20 Swedish Olympians to sign special limited edition postcards which
were free to all attendees.

had been told that there were only a total of 85 paid
admissions the first two days of the show.
The relative success of dealers seemed mixed:
some were moderately pleased by the business they
conducted while others felt that the effort and cost
of attending were not rewarded. Having experienced a number of these Fairs, this seems to be a
perennial complaint.
The host committee provided additional events
for the participants including guided tours of the
Sports Museum, a sightseeing tour of Gothenburg,
and a catered banquet Saturday evening at the
Kvibergs Kantin Restaurant adjacent to the Museum.
An effort was made to provide an opportunity for
visitors and participants to meet and greet over a
dozen Swedish Olympic medalists. Each day of the
show featured from four to six different athletes, the
oldest being William Thoresson, a gold medal
winner in men’s gymnastics (Floor Exercise) at
Helsinki in 1952 and silver medallist at the 1956
Melbourne Olympic Games.
A cleverly designed limited edition postcard
(100 per athlete) was created for 19 Olympians
featuring one or more images of them. A generous
Journal of Sports Philately

A special postmark (right) was
available at the fair. The postmark
is a reproduction of the Fair logo,
created by artist Karl Cederblad,
featuring the easily recognizable
crenelated roof of the Sports Museum and the statue of the Greek
god Poseidon standing on Götaplatsen in downtown Gothenburg.
The logo was also used to create a handsome blue, white and yellow pin (see
postcard at upper left) in three variations, all
numbered on the back: a visitor pin (350), a pin
inscribed “PARTICIPANT” at bottom (130), and one
reading “ORGANIZER” (20).

The museum’s collection of Gothenburg-related material
included Davis Cup trophies honoring Sweden’s wins
over the USA (1984) and India (1987).
Summer 2016 9
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AICO Executive Board (2016-2018): Stephanie Coppex,
IOC representative; Branislav Delej, Treasurer; Christophe Ait-Braham, Secretary; Roman Babut, President;
Mark Maestrone, 1st Vice President; Massimiliano Bruno,
2nd Vice President.

AICO General Assembly
The timing of the Fair was partially predicated
on the need to hold the AICO General Assembly on
or before 22 May, marking the end of the first two
years of the Olympic collectors’ organization.
Among its many accomplishments, as summarized by President Roman Babut, were the establishment of a solid foundation for the new organization
including winning the designation of an “Organization Recognized by the International Olympic
Committee.” The successful launching of AICO’s
website in both English and French, inaugurated the
key means for communication with and between
its members. The advanced capabilities of the new
website will provide numerous direct benefits,
including an extensive e-catalogue of all Olympic
collector resources available around the world – a
work now under construction.
Another important project of AICO will be
working with the IOC’s Foundation for Olympic
Culture and Heritage on the subject of combating
fakes and forgeries while at the same time keeping
the collecting public abreast of alerts.
The new Expert Committees within AICO have
been constituted and are beginning work.
The General Assembly elected two new members to AICO: Klubben 1000 from Norway, and the
China Sports Philately and Memorabilia Association
(CSPA). The latter is provisional until AICO receives
the required letter of approval from the Chinese
NOC. Both new member associations are on
probationary status for one year.
A much-anticipated election to fill three seats on
Journal of Sports Philately

the Executive Board, AICO’s governing body, was
the focus of the General Assembly. Initially, six
candidates had put their names forward: Roman
Babut (Poland), Jonathan Rosenthall (Great Britain),
Branislav Delej (Slovakia), Massimiliano Bruno
(Italy), Scott Reed (USA) and Pablo Galan (Spain).
At the last minute, Mr. Galan suddenly withdrew his
name from consideration, leaving five candidates.
Ms. Stephanie Coppex, representing the IOC,
and Mr. Christophe Ait-Braham, Secretary of AICO,
conducted the counting of ballots in plain view of
the assembly with the results of each secret ballot
displayed in a spreadsheet format on the television
screen at the front of the room. Each ballot was
required to rate every candidate from most desirable (1st place) to least (5th place). Thus, much as
in the sport of golf, the three candidates with the
lowest totals (in effect, more first-place votes) were
elected. Out of a possible 27 ballots, 24 ballots were
cast (three member associations failed to return
their ballots). One ballot was disqualified for not
having rated every candidate.
The results, in order of finish (the lower the
number the better): Roman Babut (46), Massimiliano Bruno (58), Branislav Delej (69), Scott Reed
(79), and Jonathan Rosenthall (94). Mssrs. Babut
and Bruno will serve for four years (2016-2020),
while Dr. Delej will complete the final two years
(2016-2018) of the late Gianni Galeotti’s term.
At the new Executive Board’s first meeting,
which immediately followed the election, officers
were chosen. Roman Babut continues as President,
with Mark Maestrone as 1st Vice President, Christophe Ait-Braham as Secretary, and Branislav Delej
as Treasurer. New member, Massimiliano Bruno,
assumes the office of 2nd Vice President.
AICO is ready to tender bids for upcoming World
Olympic Collector Fairs. While no formal applications have been received, two
groups have mentioned an
interest in holding a future
fair: the new Chinese group
hopes to apply for the 2017
Fair (Hohhut, the capital of
Inner Mongolia, was suggested), while UICOS (Italy)
has the Alpine skiing center
of Cortina d’Ampezzo (host of
the 1956 Olympic Winter
Games) in mind for the 2018
Fair. The 2019 WOCF has
already been approved for
Warsaw, Poland.
È
Participant pin
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The First Special
Olympic Post
Offices


[JU = old Julian Calendar; GR = new Gregorian Calendar]

by Manfred Bergman
The Akropole (Acropolis) - Birth of a
Civilization and Pride of a Nation
Initiated in 1896 by Coubertin to encourage
tourists to attend the Games, the Organizing Committee of the Intercalated Games organized some
cultural events. Included among them were guided
tours of the Acropolis. Postal services were made
available for the duration of the Games at a temporary facility located at the bottom of the path leading
up to the site (at the time, no paved route existed).
The special Acropolis Post Office was operational
from 9 to 19 April 1906 (JU).
As no athletic events took place on the Acropolis, we need not show mail for each day. Nevertheless, mail was processed on all 11 days as confirmed
by postcards franked with a 1 lepton stamp and
signed (but not mailed) by Emilio Brambilla.
9 April (JU). IPC mailed to Adalia, Turkey, on the
opening day of the Games (Figures 1 and 2). The
card is over-franked, thus probably destined for a
philatelist. Transit and arrival cachets are present.

1906 Intercalated
Olympic Games
(Part 6)
The text reads: “My dear Mr. Iatrides, I am
sending you from Acropolis my heartfelt kiss G.J.
Filippou.” G.J. Filippou also sent an IPC from the
stadium to Mr. Iatrides.
Mail posted at the Acropolis PO is, in fact, rather
scarce. Other than Emilio Brambilla’s IPCs, mail has
not been identified from every day. Possible reasons
include:
a. The PO was located at the beginning of the
path leading up to the archaeological site, a point at
which the guided tours did not stop.
b. Individual visitors were more focused on
wending their way up the path to the top of the
Acropolis.
14 April (JU). The cancellation on this IPC (Figure
3) is genuine and the rate correct, but I still have
some doubts as to whether this was really carried
through the mails. The Italian post office typically
applies arrival cachets which are missing on this
postcard.

Figures 1 & 2. IPC to Adalia, Turkey postmarked from the Acropolis special post office on the opening day of the 1906
Games, 9 April.
12 Summer 2016
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Figure 3. IPC addressed to Italy, however the absence
of a receiving cachet leaves some doubt as to whether
this card was ever mailed.

19 April (JU). We owe the discovery of these two
IPCs (Figures 4 and 5) to, not surprisingly, Michalis
Tsironis (from Karamitsos). The date – 19 April – is
the last day of the Games. One card was certainly
mailed; the other one was “philatelic.”
Do note that the term “philatelic” has different
meanings. In Greece, referring to something as
“philatelic” signifies that the item was favor-cancelled. Elsewhere, philatelic covers or cards are
normally over-franked or may even bear an entire
set.Let me conclude this section by presenting a
now-famous cover that was auctioned by Karamitsos in 2002 as part of a large collection of 1906
material (Figure 6). Curiously, only the backside of
the registered cover to Turkey is shown. Unfortunately, as I did not attend
the auction, I cannot report on the identity of the
addressee. The cover
was mentioned by Tsiro
nis and J. Daes and was
declared to be genuine.
Still, it is a pity that the
front side was not illustrated.
I must admit to the
dearth of mail cancelled
at the Acropolis post office. The challenge to
discover more material
remains open to all collectors. Owners of such
material are invited to
share their items with the
editor of this journal and
the article’s author. We
shall be much obliged.
Journal of Sports Philately

Figures 4 and 5. IPC’s mailed on 19 April, the final day
of the 1906 Games.

Figure 6 (below). Famous cover to Constantinople
mailed from the Acropolis post office on 9 April.
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Figure 7. The only known forgeries of the ACROPOLIS postmark are on two covers to Hungary, one of which is shown
at left. An enlargement of the forged postmark is shown at right.

Forgeries
The scarcity of retrieved ACROPOLIS posted mail
ought to have spurred forgers to “act.” In fact, no
proven forgeries were found until M. Tsironis
detected two items, both posted to Hungary (Figure
7). He observed the following differences1:
a. the O in AKPOΠOΛIΣ (ACROPOLIS) is different.
b. postmark diameter is greater than 31mm;
c. the Ω in ΑΓΩNEΣ (AGONES) is different.
I can add one further factor:
d. The “9” in the forged cancellation is very different from the authentic “9”, and it is placed
further inward in the cancel.
Manipulations
The final section of Part 6 concentrates on one
of the most intriguing aspects of the 1906 special
Olympic Post Offices. I would like to share with you
a mystery that remains unanswered. Herewith is my
attempt to interpret the facts, though the mystery
remains something of an enigma. The facts:
1. Many illustrated postcards (IPCs) have been
retrieved cancelled on April 9 (Figure 8).

14 Summer 2016

Figure 8. This picture was taken in the late afternoon of
April 9, a holiday. The IPC could not reach the market
before April 12. The cancellation is genuine, thus the
IPC was manipulated.

2. For a time I was hesitant about this, but now I
am certain that the April 9 cancellation is, to the
best of my knowledge, genuine.
3. This cancellation is found on IPCs showing
events that took place on that day or later during
the Games. This is materially impossible, unless
the items were cancelled retroactively (Figure
9).
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Figure 9. This event took place on April 13 (see Official
Report page 43). Ergo, it is impossible for this IPC to
have been mailed on April 9. My original conclusion,
voiced in Part 4 of this article, was that the Acropolis
postmark must therefore be a forgery. My opinion has
since changed and I do, now, consider this postmark to
be genuine. Mea culpa.

4. The plot, however, thickens when IPCs with two
cancellations were retrieved, one being the fake
Stadion cancellation and the other an authentic
Acropolis postmark (Figure 10).
Had it not been for the “double” cancellations,
this chapter could have been closed by defining all
these items as manipulated ones. Fact 4, though,
asks the $64,000 question.
Trying to find an answer, I recalled a dinner I had
with the late Mr. R. in Glyphada (Athens) back in
1968. Mr. R. was a highly respectable dealer, auctioneer and author in the field of the Greek Olympic
issues. During dinner, the issue of the fake Stadion
cancellation came up. Mr. R. claimed that the
forgery was made by an “insider” who also seemed
to have put his hands on an authentic canceller. He
did not specify which one, despite my persistence.
Maurizio Tecardi, subsequently, confirmed the
contents of my dinner conversation, having had a
similar discussion with Mr. R. Maurizio added that
the “insider” might have been a relative of Mr. R.
So, putting two and two together, I surmised that
it was the genuine Acropolis canceller that “landed”
in the hands of the Stadion (and the Zappeion?)
Olympic Jean de Sperati (the notorious Italian stamp
forger).
Whoever the forger was, he did not miss any
opportunities in composing his philatelic creations,
amongst them the combining of a fake with an
authentic cancellation. My theory was matched by
John Daes who suspected the same. It will also
explain the scarcity of fake Acropolis cancellations,
since an authentic canceller was available.
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Figure 10. The item was retrieved by J. Daes and
discussed by him in “The Forged Special Commemorative Postmarks of the 1906 Games” in Philotelia,
No. 619, March - April 2003.

Final Words
It has been a lengthy process detailing all the
facts known to me, as of today, about the special
Olympic Post Offices in 1906. As in most philatelic
instances, this chapter is not yet closed, even after
110 years. The challenges for continuing research
are numerous:
1. Identify more “Stadion” items, both authentic,
but mostly those which are fake. Priority ought to be
given to IPCs showing events that took place on or
after April 9, but cancelled on April 9 and April 19.
2. Identify “Zappeion” mailed IPCs with the
inverted Month, and find an answer to the question
whether the cancellation was a Type II or Type III
variety.
3. Identify “Zappeion” postcards signed by Olympians.
4. Identify “Zappeion” mail cancelled on dates not
yet found.
5. Retrieve more “Acropolis” cancelled mail including pieces that have traveled through the mailstream.
È
1. “The First Worldwide Olympic Postmarks Acropolis,
Zappeion, Stadion and Their Forgeries” by Michalis E.
Tsironis in Fakes, Forgeries, Experts No. 6, May 2003.
The author (manfred.bergman@bluewin.ch) and editor
(markspi@prodigy.net) welcome additional information
on the 1906 special Olympic post offices. For previous
parts of this article, please see JSP issues: Fall 2014 (Part
1), Winter 2014 (Part 2), Summer 2015 (Part 3), Fall 2015
(Part 4), Winter 2015 (Part 5A), and Spring 2016 (Part 5B).
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CROSS-LINGUAL
SEARCH PRIMER
Strategies, tactics and tools to help you
find more philatelic material online

by Ilya Ronin

W

e’ve all been there before: you search
for something online and you can’t
find it. Maybe it’s a specific stamp, an
event cancellation or an FDC. You
know it’s out there, but where? The problem is that
you’re searching for this thing you want in just one
language, your own. What, however, if someone is
selling it, but listed it in a different language? How
can you find it?
I would like to share two ways around this
problem.
DO IT YOURSELF

(for the adventurous types)
The do-it-yourself option is a 2-step process. Today’s
technology giants make this fairly easy.

Step 1: Search
To search in other languages, you first need to
translate your search phrase. Go to Google Translator (http://translate.google.com) or Bing Translator
(http://www.bing.com/translator/). Type in your
search phrase into the box on the left and select the

language into which you want to translate the
phrase. The box on the right will display the translated phrase (Figure 1). Select the translated text
and copy it.
Next, go to a site like eBay or Delcampe. Paste
your translated text, select Stamps as category and
click Search. Since I frequent the two aforementioned sites, I recommend selecting “International”
on Delcampe under “Country,” or “Worldwide”
under “Item Location” on eBay.
Quite often you will see results that you would
not have received had you only searched in English.
Clear your search phrase and repeat for other
languages; I recommend you begin with French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch and Polish.

Step 2: Figure out what you found
This is basically the reverse of Step 1– just copy
the titles and descriptions of the items you’ve found
and translate them back into English. Make sure to
reverse the languages, for example, from
English-to-German to German-to-English. In the
picture in Figure 1, I’ve circled in red the button you
can use to easily swap source and destination
languages.

Figure 1. Use Google Translate to convert search between languages. The “swap languages” button is circled in red.
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Figure 2. A search using Wydly automates the process of checking online auction sites with listings in multiple languages.

AUTOMATED CROSS-LINGUAL SEARCH

(for the not-so-brave)

If the process above sounds like a lot of work,
well … yes, it is. Even though it enabled me to find
some amazing pieces for my collection, it was
tedious and slow. Being a software engineer, I
decided to automate the process; as an entrepreneur who lives in San Francisco, I turned it into a
technology startup. The result is Wydly (Figure 2),
a cross- lingual collectibles search engine that finds
items from sellers around the world, even from ones
who don’t speak your language (www.wydly.com).
Wydly translates your searches into a dozen
different languages, connects to the world’s biggest
online marketplaces like eBay, Delcampe, bidStart,
MercadoLibre and Tradera, and searches them in
all languages, finding items that you’d be hard-pressed to find without cross-lingual searches.

Wydly also provides a few one-click filters to
make your searching experience more productive.
They're so simple that a picture is all I need to
explain them (Figure 3). These preferences will be
automatically saved in your user profile, so they'll be
there next time you log in.
PARTING TIPS
Regardless of which method you choose, I have
a couple of tips.
First, be creative with your search phrases. For
example, make use of synonyms. A “cover” in
English (in philatelic terms) may well be called an
“envelope” in another language. Missing this little
nuance can cost you hours of wasted time and
missed opportunities. Experiment. The only limits
are your time, patience and ingenuity.
Second, communicate with the seller. You can
write up your inquiry in your own language and use
Bing or Google to translate it into the seller’s
language. When you email the seller, include both
versions – in your language and in the seller’s; you
never know, he might be able to respond in your
language.
Hope this helps some of you find truly amazing
pieces for your collection. Happy searching!
È

SPI-member, Ilya Ronin, is an avid stamp collector,
software engineer and entrepreneur. His collecting
interests include Judo, Crimea, Israel, and the
countries of the Congo River basin.
Figure 3. Filters make your search more productive.
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Diving at the 2016
Rio Olympic
Games
by Bruce Tomkins

A

mong the many sporting events that will be
contested at the upcoming 2016 Summer
Olympics in Rio, few, if any, can match the
combination of timing, precision, agility,
and, yes, bravado as platform and springboard
diving. In a typical dive, the competitor begins either
facing the water or with his back to the pool; some
dives will begin in a handstand. The diver then
leaves the platform or springboard and, in a matter
of seconds, executes several twists and somersaults
before entering the water - ideally, with little or no
splash. Each dive is judged on how perfectly each
of these “elements” is executed.
Diving at the 2016 Rio Games (Figure 1, shown
at top) will take place in the newly-constructed
Maria Lenk Aquatic Center in Barra daTijuca, which
is located in the western part of the city. How did
the athletes qualify for this competition?

A nation may qualify a maximum of sixteen
divers (that is, up to eight men and eight women).
No more than two divers per nation may compete
in individual events, and one pair in synchronized
events.
For the individual diving events, the qualifiers
are:
! The top twelve finishers in each event from the
2015 World Aquatics Championships (Figure 2)
! The five continental champions in each event
! Up to eighteen semi-finalists from the 2016 FINA
Diving World Cup
For the synchronized events (that is, pairs diving),
the qualifiers are:
! The top three finishers in each event from the
2015 World Aquatics Championships
! The top four from each event in the 2016 FINA
Diving World Cup
! The host nation: Brazil

Qualification
A maximum of 136 divers are expected to
compete in eight different events through these
Games.1, 2 The qualifiers have been drawn from
several international diving competitions, primarily:
! 2015 European Diving Championships

June 9-14, 2015 (Rostock, Germany)

! 2015 Pan American Games

July 10-13, 2015 (Toronto, Canada)

! 2015 World Aquatics Championships

July 24-August 9, 2015 (Kazan, Russia)

! 2015 Asian Diving Cup

Sept. 4-6, 2015 (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)

! Oceania Championships

December 12-13, 2015 (Melbourne, Australia)

! 2016 FINA Diving World Cup

February 19-24, 2016 (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)
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Figure 2. First Day maximum card for the stamp issued
for the 2015 World Aquatics Championships in Kazan,
Russia on 24 July 2015, opening day of the event.
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Figure 3. David Boudia in the 10m platform event at the
2012 London Olympic Games.

A Diver to Watch:
David Boudia (United States)
Any of the divers that have qualified to the Rio
Games would be worth watching as potential
Olympic medalists. However, David Boudia of the
United States might bear special watching in his
signature events, the 10m platform for both individual and synchronized diving.
David Boudia 3 decided that he was going to be
an Olympian at 7 years old while watching the
opening ceremonies of the 1996 Atlanta Olympic
Games. After years of training, his dream came true
in 2008 when he competed at the Beijing Olympics,
and then later won a Gold and Bronze medal at the
2012 London Olympics.
Despite attaining his Olympic goal, he’s far from
done following it. With 16 National titles and two
Olympic medals, David Boudia is the top 10m
platform diver in the U.S. and one of the best in the
world in both the individual 10m and synchronized
10m events.
Boudia began his diving career at age 11 in 2000.
Though a dive from the height of an Olympic 10m
platform once petrified him, he forced himself to
overcome this fear to pursue the sport he loved. By
2005 he was a member of the U.S. National Diving
Team and won the National Championships that
year (synchronized).
He was homeschooled after 10th grade in order
to focus on diving, with an eye on the 2008 Beijing
Olympics. From 2006-2008 David and his diving
partner Thomas Finchum medaled in 14 major
international competitions (10 consecutive). Boudia
was named to the 2008 Olympic Team, finishing
10th individual in the 10m platform, and 5th with
Finchum in the synchronized 10m.
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David competed at Purdue University where he
broke several records and won a host of major
competitions, finishing his college career with six
NCAA national titles.
While at Purdue he continued to thrive on the
international stage. In addition to his five medals
won at the 2012 FINA Diving World Series, Boudia
also became the first American male since 1986 to
medal in the 10m platform at a World Championship with his Silver medal-winning performance in
China.
David officially turned pro in April 2011, forgoing
his final year of college eligibility to focus on the
2012 Olympics, but he continues to train with his
college coach at Purdue.
Boudia won two medals at the 2012 Olympics
in London, including a thrilling final-round performance in the individual 10m platform that won him
the Gold medal. He also won Bronze with partner
Nick McCrory in the synchronized 10m platform,
becoming the first American duo to medal in the
event, and the first Olympic medal for the U.S. in
men’s diving since the 1996 Games in Atlanta – the
Olympic Games that first captured David’s eye.
In his second event, the 10m platform, Boudia
placed 18th out of 32, taking the final spot in the
next round. He made a strong comeback finishing
third in the semi-finals, positioning him for his
eventual triumph in the finals.

Brazil Post Diving Stamp
Among Brazil Post’s 31 stamps commemorating
the sports of the upcoming Olympic Games in Rio,
one honors the aquatic sports of swimming and
diving (see “Brazil Post’s Rio 2016 Olympic Issues”
in the Spring 2016 JSP for more information 4).
Each of the stamps have common elements. An
athlete in action representing the sport in question
is shown superimposed over line drawings, usually
in brown, of either the field of play or equipment
used in the sport. In most cases, the illustrations of
the fields of play are easily recognized.
The stamp depicting “Desportos Aquàticos”
(Aquatic Sports) is different from the others. In the
central vignette, the female swimmer is clearly
starting from a tilted starting block with a “track
start” wedge. An eight-lane pool with the customary
lane stripe on the bottom of each lane is easily
recognized as well. However, the significance of
the images at the far left of the design is less clear.
What do they mean?
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Side view of the diving
pool showing the towers
and springboards '

Overhead view of the
diving pool with the
platform towers at
center and springboards
on either side '

Figure 4. Typical layout of an Olympic diving pool (left) is
very similar to that shown on the Brazil Post diving stamp
(enlargement, above).

A key to understanding these additional images
Endnotes & References:
is that the stamp honors “Aquatic Sports,” not
exclusively swimming, and that these sketches
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diving_at_the_2016_
Summer_Olympics
actually represent springboard and platform diving
2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diving_at_the_2016_
without showing one or more divers.
Summer_Olympics_%E2%80%93_Qualification
Figure 4 reproduces an overhead plan 5, 6, 7 of a
3.
http://davidboudia.com
diving pool which is strikingly similar to that shown
4. Mark Maestrone, “Brazil Post's Rio 2016 Olympic
on the Brazil Post stamp, an enlargement of which
Issues,” J. Sports Philately 54 (3), 32-35 (2016)
is shown above. The positions of the 1m and 3m
5. “Diving Pool Dimensions,”http://diving.isport.com/
springboards are almost identical in the two drawdiving-guides/diving-pool-dimensions
ings. There is clearly some latitude allowed in the
6. “FR5 Diving Facilities,” http://www.fina.org/
exact placement of the diving platforms. Usually,
content/fr-5-diving-facilities
they are side-by-side, but the 10m platform does not
7. “Rule 1: Pool Dimensions and Equipment,”
have to be placed between the 5m and 7.5m
2015-16 and 2016-17 NCAA Men’s and Women’s
Swimming and Diving Rules, Indianapolis, IN, The
platforms.
NCAA, August, 2015, pp. 9-12.
The diving pool used for the 1996 Centennial
Olympic Games in Atlanta
(Figure 5) shows an arrangement whereby: the 1m and
5m platforms are stacked one
above the other; the 3m and
7.5m platforms are stacked;
and the 10m platform stands
alone.
For those living in the Indianapolis, Indiana area, the US
Olympic Team Trials in Diving
will be conducted from 18-26
June at the Indiana University
Natatorium. Then watch
Olympic diving from Rio with
the synchronized events taking place 7-10 August, and the
individual events from 12-20 Figure 5. The diving pool at Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, site of the 1996
August.
È Centennial Olympic Games diving events.
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SPI: Big &
Bold at
NY2016
by Mark Maestrone

“T

Figure 1. Celebrating the “Inverted Jenny” stamp on
display at the exhibition, a Curtiss Jenny bi-plane was
front and center at the show entrance boasting “The
whole world is here!”

Figure 2. Conrad Klinkner and Norm Jacobs during a
calm moment at the SPI - AICO booth.

Figure 3. The auction houses spared no expense in making their super booths ultra comfy for big spenders.

he whole world is here!” (Figure 1)
seemed an apt motto for this year’s
major international philatelic event,
NY2016. Held once every 10 years in
the United States, this world stamp show was
certainly the juggernaut it was expected to be with
some quarter-million visitors predicted to attend
over its 8-day run (28 May through 4 June).
And SPI was thrilled to be a participant! We
decided to pull out all the stops, purchasing a
society booth for the duration of the show (Figure
2). The booth came with a number of added
benefits not the least of which were free access to
a meeting room and a 16-page philatelic frame to
publicize sports and Olympic philately.
Our partner at the exhibition was the new
Olympic collectors organization, AICO (International
Association of Olympic Collectors). Many visitors to
our booth inquired about AICO and were interested
to hear of the existence of an international association dedicated to Olympic collecting.
Among the 200 commercial booth holders, large
auction houses stood out with their super booths
furnished with comfy sofas and soft lighting to woo
well-heeled customers (Figure 3).
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For those of us with a tighter grip on our wallets,
there were plenty of dealers with covers and stamps
at all price levels.
The U.S. Postal Service can usually be counted
on to have a well-equipped super booth (Figure 4).
At NY2016, their presence was, well, gargantuan! In
an effort to display their continued relevance in the
fast-paced world of email and texting, they promoted their prowess as a package delivery service.
The highlight of the USPS area was their Pack
It! game (Figure 5) challenging kids of all ages to
stack virtual packages in a race against time. Highest point totals were displayed on the big screen for
all to see, and new contestants to try to beat!
While the lines for buying stamps – the postal
service issued 49 new stamps at seven first day
ceremonies during the show – moved quickly with
over a dozen clerks on duty at the busiest times,
obtaining the special postmarks was a grueling
endeavor that taxed the patience of even the most
laid-back collector.
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Figure 4. The US Postal Service created a small town to
promote themselves at the show.

SPI was one of 100 societies with a booth at the
show. We certainly benefitted from our location on
one of the two major aisles leading in from the
entrances. Sandwiched between the Iran Philatelic
Study Circle on one side, and the Rossica Society of
Russian Philately, the SPI booth saw a never-ending
stream of collectors stop by, no doubt enticed by the
large 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games “Stars In
Motion” flag pinned to the booth’s backdrop. Of
course maybe the box of goodies on the table
marked “FREE” might also have had something to
do with it.
One of our most successful programs at the
show was SPI’s Youth Scavenger Hunt, the dual
purposes of which were to acquaint youth with the
stamp collecting hobby while exposing them to
Olympic and sports philately.
The Hunt, as we called it, was simple in concept: correctly solve the 17 questions on the game
sheet (Figure 6), the answers to which were easily
found in the four Olympic and sports youth exhibits
at the show, then return to the SPI booth to claim
your reward. For youth, this meant selecting 10
items from the two boxes stuffed with sport and
Olympic cards and covers donated by our membership.
The Scavenger Hunt has great potential for
future shows, a point driven home by NY2016’s
Publicity and Marketing director, Tom Fortunato,
who stopped by the booth to commend us on our
clever idea, adding that out on the show floor he
had kids coming up to him (his show credentials
dangling from a lanyard around his neck made him
an easy target) with their Scavenger Hunt game
sheets in hand, asking him for assistance in finding
the Olympic and Sport Youth Frames!
A lesson learned on Day 2 of the show: we had
to be more proactive in engaging youth. Norm
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Figure 5. One of the most popular activities for all ages:
the USPS “Pack It!” game.

Figure 6. The Youth Scavenger Hunt game sheet challenged players to answer sports and Olympics questions
by visiting the youth exhibits at the show.

Jacobs suggested that as the kids were playing the
USPS Pack It! game, we distribute our postcards
publicizing The Hunt to their parents. It worked like
a charm.
SPI scheduled its events at the show to take
advantage of the three-day Memorial Day holiday.
Our kick-off event, the SPI dinner on Sunday
night at Tavern on Jane in Greenwich Village, was
a great success (at least judging from the “exit
polls”) with 17 attendees.
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Figure 7. SPI Dinner at Tavern on Jane in Greenwich
Village (left - right): Larry Elliott, Joe Lopreiato, Matthew
& Cathy O’Connor, Norm Jacobs, Bets & John Everett,
and Conrad Klinkner.

Figure 9. Nancy Clark narrating her PowerPoint presentation “Not Just Stamps - A Philatelic Story of the 1996
Atlanta Olympic Games.”

Figure 8. More dinner guests (l-r): Peter Laimins (his wife
Barbara is just outside the frame), Clem & Carol Reiss,
Mark Maestrone, Doug & Nancy Clark, Norman & Jane
Rushefsky.

Figure 10. U.S. Olympian John Everett with Norm Jacobs
and Bets Kent (John’s wife) following his talk “Pulling
Your Weight – A Philatelic Story of Rowing and the
Olympics.”

The Tavern provided us with a private dining
room. With tables arranged in a square, the seating
was, shall we say, cozy (Figures 7 & 8)! Once Norm
Jacobs and I had made our grand entrance – at least
15 minutes late, following a harrowing ride which
included having our taxi cab stopped by the police
– beverages and food were ordered and guests
happily dissolved into animated conversation. No
one left hungry, that was for certain.
About 25 sports and Olympic collectors, including some curious visitors, attended our SPI presentations on Monday from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Technical glitches in marrying up the digital projector
with a computer, stripped our first speaker, Nancy
Clark (Figure 9), of about 15 minutes presentation
time. Despite the snag, Nancy managed to speedwalk us through her illuminating overview of the
1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, sprinkled with
insider facts of which most of us were not aware.

Our second speaker, John Everett (Figure 10),
delivered an evocative introduction to the sport of
rowing. A two-time U.S. Olympian (1976 and 1980
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Figure 11. A postcard mailed from the 1976 Montreal
Olympic Games with rowing stamp and venue postmark.
John graciously signed autographs (see red arrow)
following his presentation.
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Exhibitor

Title

Class

Award

Pt

* Mehmet Edip Agaogullari (Turkey)

“The Summer Olympic Games”

Thematic

Vermeil

80

Vitaliy Bankov (Ukraine)

“Sport in Art”

Thematic

Vermeil

81

* Jeff Bennett

“Baseball Centennial”

FDC

Large Vermeil

86

Vermeil

82

1

Nicolas Cosso-Hoedt (France)

“Gliding at Winter Sports, is so cool!”

Youth A

Jagoda Galusinska (Poland)

“Poland Olympic Chronicle”

Youth A 1

Silver

71

* Elizabeth Hisey

“The Bolivia Sports Issue of 1951”

1 Frame

Gold

90

* Phairot Jirapraserticon (Thailand)

“Olympic Games”

Thematic

Large Vermeil

86

* Mark Maestrone

“Men’s Gymnastics: Dressed to Win”

1 Frame

Large Vermeil

87

* Mark Maestrone

“Journal of Sports Philately”

Literature

Silver

71

Alexandru Negrea (Romania)

“Olympic Games Beijing 2008”

Youth B 2

Bronze

63

Museo de la Filatelica de Oaxaca (Mexico)

“Baseball + Philately”

Literature

Large Silver

77

Avinash Sharma (India)

“Olympic Games”

Youth B 2

Large Silver

77

Dinesh Chandra Sharma (India)

“History of Olympic Games Through Philately”

Literature

Silver Bronze

65

* Andrew Urushima

“1944 Gross Born POW Olympics”

1 Frame

Vermeil

83

Paul Vasile (Romania)

“Romanian Sports”

Thematic

Silver Bronze

65

Graham Winters (UK)

“A Good Walk Spoiled”

Display

Vermeil

82

* Indicates SPI Member

Olympics), John included a number of rare and
unusual philatelic items in his slide presentation.
Following his talk, John made himself available
back at the SPI Booth to sign autographs (Figure 11).
Both our speakers received lovely gifts of
ceramic mugs and metal water bottles customized
with depictions of various postage stamps related
to the subjects of their talks. The gifts were designed
and donated by Norm Jacobs’ son-in-law, Sven
Licht, who deserves a big round of applause for
these awesome personalized mementoes.
Manning the SPI Booth for an eight-day show
was quite an undertaking, however I’m happy to say
that many of our members stepped forward to help
out: (in alphabetical order) Mehmet Agaogullari,
Larry Elliott, Conrad Klinkner, Peter Laimins, Joe
Lopreiato, Catherine O’Connor, Ed Parrasch, and
Clem Reiss. The open spots that remained (mostly
toward the end of the show) were covered by Norm
Jacobs, myself and Andrew Urushima.
Did we have some other successes? You bet!
Our $1 boxes, which contained lots of covers that
were worth far more, were popular with members
and non-members alike. While youth Scavenger
Journal of Sports Philately

1

Youth Group A (ages 10-15)

2

Youth Group B (ages 16-18)

Figure 12. The 4,146 frames of competitive exhibits
stretched as far as the eye could see!

Hunt participants had free pick of items, it still left
hundreds of pieces for adults to purchase. Proceeds
from the philatelic sales, plus a few copies of the
journal and some other odds-and-ends that were
sold, completely covered the costs associated with
our booth.
I would like to note that donations for the
Scavenger Hunt totaled over 1200 items! A big
thank-you goes to George Killian, Conrad Klinkner,
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Figure 13. A page (double-wide) from one of my favorite
philatelic exhibits at the show: a youth display class
exhibit by 14-year-old Nicolas Cosso-Hoedt of France
entitled “Gliding at Winter Sports, is so cool!” I love the
boxer shorts with the ski gondolas! Congratulations to
Nicolas who received a Vermeil medal.

and Ed Parrasch for donating the lion’s share. We
still have a few hundred covers remaining as fodder
for the next Hunt.
The big news of the show: we signed up a total
of 12 new members – include one youth member
– with at least three more potential members who
we are pursuing. All the new members will become
active on September 1, so look for their names in
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the Fall issue of JSP.
How were the Olympic and sports exhibits?
While I expected more entries, especially from the
U.S., there were a total of 16 exhibits from around
the world. Among SPI members, the awards for
their six philatelic exhibits included a single Gold
medal, three Large Vermeils, and two Vermeil
medals. The 4,146 frames filled up fully one-third of
the total floor space (Figures 12 and 13).
SPI’s decision to go big and bold with its participation at NY2016 was the right move, garnering
exposure for the club in wider philatelic circles, as
well as enlisting new members to expand our ranks.
Let’s plan on getting together again at Boston in
2026!
È
Please visit the SPI website for more information:
John Everett’s rowing presentation (45MB):

www.sportstamps.org/powerpoint/Everett-NY2016.pptx

Nancy Clark’s 1996 Olympics presentation:

www.sportstamps.org/powerpoint/Clark-NY2016.pptx

SPI Society Frame (9MB):

www.sportstamps.org/PDFdocuments/SPI-Frame-NY2016.pdf
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USA Baseball: Making “Friends”
Around the World
by Norman Rushefsky

I

n the early 20th century baseball was becoming increasingly
popular in Japan at
the high school and collegiate levels. Teams from
the USA were invited to
Japan to play exhibition
games against Japanese
teams to increase the
Figure 1. Gehrig stamp level of popularity of the
with postmark from 1989
game.
exhibition in Tokyo.
In 1908 a team of
American major league
reserves and Pacific Coast League (high minor
league) players toured Japan playing against
Japanese college teams. The Americans easily won
all the matches.
Over the following years American professional
teams were invited to Japan. One notable excursion
was the major league All-Star Tour of 1931 featuring
Lou Gehrig (Figure 1). Gehrig’s team won all 17
games against Japanese college all-stars some by
scores of 20-3, 22-4 and 19-1.
Another tour of American major league AllStars was arranged for
1934 with the hope that
this time it would also
include Babe Ruth. Ruth
by this time was nearing
the end of his playing career and had been released from the New York
Yankees. Though reluctant to join the tour, he
changed his mind after
seeing an advertising Figure 2. 1934 advertisposter in which he was ing poster picturing Babe
the headliner (Figure 2). Ruth and promoting the
Ruth was immensely 1934 professional baseball tour.
popular in Japan and 75,000 fans came to see the
team play in Osaka’s Koshien Stadium. The Americans won all seventeen games and Ruth hit 14
home runs in this tour against Japanese amateur
Journal of Sports Philately

Figure 3. 1984 FDC honoring the 50th anniversary of
professional baseball in Japan. The pitcher on the
left stamp is Sawamura. This is an Echo card for the
50th anniversary of the Yomiuri Giants.

baseball stars. To commemorate the game in
Koshien a plaque honoring Ruth was installed
outside the main gate.
The only bright spot for the Japanese team was
the pitching of Eiji Sawamura (Figure 3) in Shizuoka.
Sawamura struck out Charley Gehringer, Ruth,
Gehrig and Jimmy Foxx (Figure 4) in succession. He
held the Americans to only one run – a seventh
inning home run by Lou Gehrig. The Americans won
that game 1-0.
The popularity of baseball generated by this tour
resulted in the formation of Japanese professional
teams (Figure 5). Many of the Japanese professionals, including Sawamura, were killed in World War
II.
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Figure 4. Photo of Foxx, Ruth and Gehrig in All-Americans uniforms on 1934 Japan tour.

Some video footage of this Babe Ruth-led tour
may be seen at: http://m.mlb.com/news/article/1011
13576/japan-series-sparks-new-look-for-historic-k
oshien
The cover in Figure 6 postmarked November 11,
1935 is addressed to Ronald Hibbard of the AllAmerican Baseball Team, c/o the Imperial Hotel in
Tokyo. Hibbard, from Byron, Michigan, attended
Western State Teachers College in Kalamazoo
where he was an All-American baseball player
(Figure 7).This was a little known tour sponsored by
General Mills manufacturers of Wheaties cereal.
The 1935 Tour team was comprised for the most
part of college baseball All-Americans. The team
was managed by Les Mann who held tryouts in
Chicago for players from all around the United
States. Mann was a former professional player and
college coach who was interested in establishing
baseball as an international sport. Sixteen players

Figure 5. FDC that includes two stamps from the 20th
Century Museum Series No. 7 set commemorating the
organization of professional baseball leagues in Japan.

from around the country were selected by fans
voting on coupons from Wheaties box tops:

Cyrus Wagner, catcher, Duke University
Dick Offeringa, catcher, Newark, New Jersey
George Simons, pitcher, University of Pennsylvania
Lou Briganti, pitcher, New York City
Hays Pierce, pitcher, Vanderbilt
Fred Herringer, pitcher, Stanford
George Adams, pitcher, Colorado State
Bob Chlado, first base, Illinois Wesleyan
Les McNeese, second base, Fort Lauderdale HS
Al Metti, shortstop, Cleveland
Frank Scalzi, shortstop, University of Alabama
Ted Wicklund, third base, Warrensburg College
Ralph Goldsmith, third base, Illinois Wesleyan
Jeff Heath, left field, Seattle
Ron Hibbard, center field, Western St. Teachers Col.
Emmet Fore, right field, Texas University

Figures 6 & 7. A
cover (left)
addressed to Ron
Hibbard (right) in
Tokyo while on
the 1935 US
baseball tour of
Japan. The cover
was redirected to
Ron’s home in
Byron, Michigan.
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The team, after a 17- day Pacific crossing, lost
their first game but won most of the remaining 20,
some of which were attended by 40,000 fans. A
trophy was awarded to Les Mann by Waseda
University (Figure 8). As a result of the tour the
Japanese referred to the American team as World
Champions.
Through Les Mann’s efforts, baseball was
selected as a demonstration sport at the 1936
Summer Olympics in Berlin. Originally, the United
States team was scheduled to play a Japanese team
(Figure 9), but the Japanese withdrew possibly
because of strained relations with the U.S.
Advertisements featuring Babe Ruth invited
every “American Boy to Represent His Country in its
National Game” by entering the trials (Figure 10).
In early July 1936 tryouts were held in Baltimore,
and with the endorsement of Babe Ruth, a squad of
the nation’s best college ball players was selected.
Mann assembled a team of 20 players from, among
others, Stanford, University of Nebraska, Western
State Teachers College (Ron Hibbard), University of
Texas, Brooklyn College, and University of Southern
Figure 9. German trading card by Pet. Cremer (a soap
manufacturer) announcing the competitors for the 1936
Olympic baseball match as Japan and the US.

Figure 8. Trophy awarded by Waseda University to Les
Mann for the 1935 tour.
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Figure 10. Advertisement encouraging American boys
to sign up for the baseball trials to represent the U.S.
at the 1936 Olympic Games.
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woman came to their camp and
told them she was working on a
documentary of the Olympics. One
of the players, Carson Thompson,
had some knowledge of German
and was assigned to talk with her.
The woman was Eva Braun, whom
Thompson later noted her to be the
most fascinating woman he had
ever met.
The World Champions lineup
beat the U.S. Olympics squad by a
score of 6–5 before a huge crowd
on August 12, 1936 (Figure 11). The
teams were managed by Les Mann
and Harry Wolter, with umpires
George “Tiny” Parker, John Whalen, and Takizo Matsumato, a Japanese official. The venue was the
Olympic Stadium which was not
Figure 11. Olympic postal stationery card cancelled with the Olympic Stadium
postmark the evening of the baseball game. The writer, noting that he witnessed well lit for a nighttime baseball
the game, added, incorrectly, that the U.S. Olympics team was managed by game.
The American ball players reBabe Ruth. Ruth did NOT go to Germany.
ceived a lot of positive press. Their
California (USC). Five of the players from the 1935
night game at the Olympic Stadium, attended by a
Japan tour team were selected for the Olympic
crowd of some 90,000 to 125,000 spectators, redemonstration team.
mains one of the highest attended baseball games
After playing a couple of exhibition games, the
ever. A German newspaper article entitled “Was es
players, coaches and officials boarded the S.S.
Das?” tried to explain the game of baseball to the
Manhattan on July 15, along with the rest of the U.S.
German people resulting in translations of baseball
Olympic team, and sailed for Berlin, via France and
terminology that must have left their readers
Hamburg.
chuckling. Because the Olympic Stadium lighting
As the Japanese baseball team had backed out
was not designed for baseball, the pitchers had to
of playing the U.S. in Berlin, the American team was
throw at a slower speed so that the batter could pick
separated into two squads, competing against each
up the ball.
other in a single game. The two teams were dubbed
After some initial excitement from the German
the U.S. Olympics and the World Champions. While
crowd, the players and coaches noticed that a lot
the teams practiced in Berlin, an attractive German
of people were leaving, so they decided to play just

Figure 12. The 1936 Olympic Games winning baseball
team, the “World Champions.”
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Figure 13. The runner-up team at the 1936 Olympics
were the “U.S. Olympics.”
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7 innings. The Olympics (Figure 13) tied the score
at 5 in the top of the 7th, but Les McNeese hit a
walk-off home run in the bottom of the 7th to win
it for the World Champions (Figure 12), 6-5. The
stadium had no outfield fences so the ball rolled
between the outfielders for the home run. The
winning pitcher was Carson Thompson.
The largely baffled German crowd cheered for
simple infield pop-ups yet remained quiet while
actual runs were being scored. The animated strike
calls and hand gestures from home plate umpire,
“Tiny” Parker, added to the interest in the game.
After the game the players were congratulated
on a fine exhibition and a German Olympic official
noted “that this has been the finest demonstration
of any sport that any nation has ever put on at any
Olympic games. We congratulate you and, speaking
for my people, you have made over 100,000 friends
here tonight, and as they go home, America’s
baseball players’ praises will be sung by all.”
The game proved such a success that the
International Olympic Committee approved baseball
for the 1940 Olympics in Japan. Unfortunately WW
II wiped out those Olympics, and baseball would not
return until the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games.
Since baseball was a demonstration sport, no
Olympic medals were awarded. The two American
teams played baseball games in London prior to
returning to the U.S. A team of Americans lost to
West Ham, an English team comprised of Canad-

Figure 15. Commemorative
medal awarded by New
York City to U.S. Olympians
returning from the 1936
Olympics.

ians who had played semi-professional baseball in
Canada.
Upon their return to the U.S., the players were
awarded commemorative medals by New York
City’s colorful mayor, Fiorello LaGuardia (Figure 15).
The NYC award ceremony, at least for many of
the Olympians, may be seen at:
http://www.criticalpast.com/video/65675049736_
American-Olympic-Team_Olympians-parade_pre
senting-medals_Jackie-Wilson
Following his return from the Olympics (Figure
16) Ron Hibbard completed his college degree, then
signed a professional contract and played one year
(1937) for the Mayodan (North Carolina) Senators
and batted .291. After service in the Army he was
recruited to work (and play) for Post Products
industrial baseball team in Battle Creek, Michigan.
The Post team was considered to be one of the
most competitive of the industrial teams. He later
became a successful businessman.
È

Figure 16. A letter home from Ron Hibbard (see red arrow) on Olympic Village stationery with 31 July Olympic Village
postmark. Hibbard was a member of the “World Champions” team which won the Olympic baseball demonstration event.
[C. Klinkner]
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NEW STAMP ISSUES
by John La Porta
Aland Islands: May 1, 2015. Race Horse Indian Silver. 95c

Bangladesh: March 15, 2015. ICC Cricket World Cup. 10t

stamp depicting the trotter.

stamp showing stadium field with players.

Algeria: October 28, 2013. 50th Anniversary Algerian

Belarus: November 20, 2014. Biathlon. 6500r stamp,
athletic in prone shooting position.

Olympic Committee. Set of 2, 15d Olympic rings, 50; 30d
stylized bird and torch.
June 26, 2014. World Cup Soccer. 15d, 38d, Algerian
soccer player dribbling ball.
July 5, 2014. Oran Olympic Complex. 15d.

Belgium: April 13, 2015, Europa. S/s of 2, girls playing
with hoop; boys with soccer ball.

September 7, 2015. European Women’s Volleyball
Championship. 1 Europe, women serving ball.

Andorra: June 10, 2015. 2015 World Motorcycling Trial
Grand Prix. €1 stamp showing motorcycle race.

Bolivia: January 8, 2014. Centenary of La Paz Soccer

July 18, 2015. UCI Mountain Bike and Trials World
Championship. €1.20 stamp showing rider and bike.

January 12, 2014. Dakar Rally. Set of two, 10b Dakar
Rally emblem, motorcyclist. 20b Dakar Rally emblem,
Salar de Uyuni.

Armenia: August 5, 2015. Sixth Pan-Armenian Games.
S/s with one 380d stamp, various athletes.
Australia: July 14, 2015. Hiking Trails. Four 70c stamps,
National Pass Track, New South Wales; Cape to Cape
Track, Western Australia; Larapinta Trail, Northern
Territory; Overland Track, Tasmania. S/s of 4. Also in
self-adhesive form and booklet of 10.
August 4, 2015. Netball World Cup of 2015. 70c Emblem,
also self-adhesive in booklet of 20.

Azerbaijan: November 19, 2014. Venues of 2015

European Games. Sheets (2) of three 60g stamps,
National Stadium; Tofiq Bahramov Stadium; National
Gymnastics Arena. Sheet 2, Crystal Hall; Baku Aquatics
Center; Heydar Aliyev Arena.
April 23, 2015. 2015 European Games. 5 sheets of four
20g stamps. #1, rhythmic gymnastics, aerobic gymnastics; trampoline; track. #2, swimming; boxing; fencing;
diving. #3, triathlon; mountain biking; kayaking;
shooting. #4, archery; wrestling; badminton; table
tennis. #5, artistic gymnastics; volleyball; BMX; sambo.

Bahrain: April 6, 2014. 10th Ann. Bahrain Grand Prix. Set

of 5, 100f Michael Schumacher, 2004; 150f Fernando
Alonso, 2005-06, 2010; 200f Felipe Massa, 2007-08; 250f
Jenson Button, 2009; 500f Sebastian Vettel, 2012, 2013.
June 12, 2014. World Cup Soccer. Set of 3 stamps, 200f;
250f; 300f, silhouettes of various people.
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Association. 1.50b stamp, club emblem.

Bosnia & Herzegovina: February 17, 2015. National
Handball Team. 2m stamp, photo of the team.

October 9, 2015. Amel Tuka. 1.30m stamp showing the
athlete with his bronze medal in 800-meter race at 2015
World And Track and Field Championships.
October 9, 2015. Victory of Bosnia & Herzegovina Under
16 Men’s Basketball Team in 2015 European
Championships. 2.70m photo of team.

Bosnia & Herzegovina (Croat Administration): April 6,
2015. International Day of Sports for Development and
Peace. 5m stamp basketball.
Bulgaria: May 25, 2015. Centenary of Marek Soccer
Team. 65s stamp, photo of team. Sheets of 3 + label.

May 29, 2015. First European Games, Baku. Souvenir
sheet with one 1.40 l stamp, judo.

Canada: October 2, 2015. Hockey Goaltenders. Sheet of
six P stamps plus 3 labels. Ken Dryden; Tony Esposito;
Johnny Bower; Gump Worsley; Bernie Parent; Martin
Drodeur. Booklet of self-adhesive P stamps, printed in
panes of six stamps. Six souvenir sheets with a $1.80
stamp, same players.
Cayman Islands: October 3, 2014. 20th Commonwealth

Games. 25c booklet stamp self-adhesive, swimmer,
breast stroke. Panes of 10.
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Central Africa: September 21, 2015. Formula 1. Sheetlet
of three 1,000F stamps, Nico Rosberg; Daniel Ricciardo,
Valtteri Bottas. S/s of 2,650F stamp, Lewis Hamilton.

January 12, 2015. Sochi Olympics. Winter Paralympics,
sheet of four 250te stamps, alpine skiing; cross-country
skiing; sled hockey; wheelchair curling. Dated 2014.

September 21, 2015. Water Sports. Sheetlet of three
1,200F stamps, Diving; synchronized swimming; water
polo. Souvenir sheet with one 3,000F stamp, Swimming.

Germany: May 7, 2015. Sports for Handicapped. Set of 3
semi-postals: 62c+30c wheelchair tennis; 85c+40c
runner with prosthetic legs; 145c+55c para-alpine skier.

September 21, 2015. Table Tennis. Sheetlet of 3, 1,200F
stamps, players. S/s of one 3,000F, player in action.

September 1, 2015. Helmut Schön (1915-96) Soccer
Coach. 62c, photo of the coach.

September 21, 2015. Cricket. Sheetlet with three 1,000F
stamps, players batting. S/s of one 2,650, player batting.

Guinea: August 20, 2015. Rugby. Sheetlet of four 10,000

October 12, 2015. Africa Cup of Nations 2015. Sheetlet of
four 750F soccer players in action, Ivory Coast vs Ghana;
Congo vs DR Congo; Algeria vs Senegal; Tunis vs
Zambia. S/s of one 2650F, Ivory Coast vs Ghana.

August 20, 2015. Table Tennis. Sheetlet of four 10,000
FG, table tennis action. S/s of 35,000 FG, serving ball.

October 12, 2015. Golf. Sheetlet of four 900F stamps,
Gary Player; Ben Hogan; Jack Nicklaus; Arnold Palmer.
Souvenir sheet with one 2650F stamp, Tiger Woods.
December 15, 2015. World Ch. Athletics 2015. Sheetlet
of four 750F: Ashton Eaton, decathlon; Mare Didaba,
marathon; Denia Caballero, discus; Christina Schwanitz,
shot put. S/s one 2,650F stamp, Usain Bolt, 100 meters.

Chile: June 8, 2015. Copa America Soccer Ch. Two 500p
stamps, map of Chile, soccer ball; mascot , soccer ball.
Cook Islands: June 23, 2014. Tourism. Six blocks of 4,
four have sports stamps. 50c scooters; hiking; snorkeling. $1 kayaking; swimming; scuba diving. $1.70 Vaka
sailing; windsurfing; kite surfing; paddle boating. $4.10
rugby; beach volleyball; golfing; bike riding.
Cook Islands: December 11, 2014. 50th Ann. Vuelta de

Costa Rica Bicycle Race. 500col, cyclists. Sheets of 2.

Czech Republic: April 15, 2015. Men’s Ice-Hockey World
Championships. 30k stamp, flags.

Estonia: July 1, 2015. European Under 23 Track and Field
Championships. 55c stamp trophy.

France: August 30, 2015. World Rowing Ch. Set of 2
stamps, 76c two female rowers; €1.20 male rowers.
Georgia: December 22, 2014. 150th Anniversary First
Rules of Soccer. 1.0 l stamp, soccer ball.

July 22, 2015. European youth Olympics Festival. Set of
2, 2 l mascot; 2 l emblem. S/s, same two stamps.
July 22, 2015. Boris Paichadze (1915-90) Soccer Player.
1.50 l stamp depicting the player kicking a soccer ball.
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FG, action scenes. S/s of one 35,000 FG, players on field.

September 3. 2015. Homage to Eusebio. Sheetlet of four
10,000FG, player. S/s of one 35,000FG, player.
September 3, 2015. Football Euro 2016. Sheetlet of four
10,000FG, players kicking ball, 2016 champs, France. S/s
one 35,000FG, players kicking ball, France 2016.
September 3, 2015. Joe DiMaggio. Sheetlet of four
10,000FG, Joe DiMaggio holding bat, Marilyn Monroe. S/s
of one 35,000FG, the ball player.
September 3, 2015. Ayrton Senna. Sheetlet of 4
10,000FG, Senna; Sochiro Honda; Alain Prost; Gerard
Berger. S/s of one 35,000FG, Senna with Anthony Quinn.

Italy: September 23, 2014. 2015 Women’s World
Volleyball Championships. 70c women serving ball.
January 30, 2015. Turin, 2015 European Capital of Sports.
80c stamp showing stylized ball and text.

Jersey: June 27, 2015. 16th Island Games. Set of 14

inscribed “Postcard” (62p). Stamps perforated 13 1/4 x
14, and 13 1/4 x 13 1/4. Group #1, beach volleyball;
basketball; soccer. #2, sailing; swimming; triathlon. #3,
badminton; table tennis. #4, cycling; track. Each above
group also in booklet of 6 with 2 of each. #5, Shooting;
archery; also booklet of 4 with 2 of each.

Kazakhstan: January 12, 2015. Sochi Olympics. Sheet of

four 200te stamps, Short track speed skating; figure
skating; snowboarding; skeleton. Dated 2014.

Korea (North): October 15, 2007. Beijing Olympics.
Octagon shaped stamps, printed on plastic DVD, without
gum, imperf. 300w hurdler; shooter; group of athletes;
500w athletes holding flower bouquets.
Kosovo: February 7, 2014. Mountain Climbing. €1 3
persons climbing.
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Maldives: December 16, 2015. 2015 Beijing World

Championships. Sheetlet of four Rf20 stamps, Vivian
Cheruiyot 10,000m run; Ashton Eaton, decathlon;
Jessica Ennis-Hill, heptathlon; Derek Drouin, high jump.
Souvenir sheet with one Rf60 stamp, Usain bolt 100, 200
meters sprint and 4x100 meters relay.
December 16, 2015. European Football (Soccer)
Championship 2016. Sheetlet of four Rf22 stamps, Senes
Erzik, Bacary Sagna, Moussa Sissoko, Yohan Cabaye,
Laurent Koscielny, Angel Maria Villar. Souvenir sheet
with one Rf70 stamp, Michel Platini, Blaise Matuid.

Mozambique: August 15, 2015. European Football
Championship 2016. Sheetlet with four 66MT stamps
each depicting two players in action. Souvenir sheet
with one 175MT stamp showing two players in action.
August 15, 2015. Rugby. Sheetlet of four 66MT stamps
showing players in action. Souvenir sheet with one
175MT stamp, players in action.

Niger:

October 26, 2015. World Athletics
Championships. Sheetlet with four 825F stamps, Allyson
Felix; Danielle Williams; Julius Yego; Joe Kovacs; Derek
Drouin, Dafne Shoppers, Usain Bold. Souvenir sheet
with one 3,000F stamp, Mohamed Farah. Note: Sheetlet
and s/s attached, separated by perforations.

Monaco: August 17, 2015. Rugby World Cup. €1.20
players in action.

Papua New Guinea: June 22, 2015. 2015 Pacific Games.

Set of four, emblem, mascot and 1.35k Dika Toua
weight lifting; 1.35k Toea Wisil running; 6.20k Ryan Pini
swimming; 8.95k Jack Biyufa body building. Sheet of 4,
1.35k Abigail Tere Apisah tennis; 1.35k Betty Burua
running; 6.20k Linda Pulsan power lifting; 8.95k Steven
Kai weight lifting. S/s one 10k, emblem and mascot.

Romania: February 7, 2014. Sochi Olympics. Block of 4
2.10 L stamps, biathlon; bobsledding; figure skating;
skiing. Sheets containing two tete-beche blocks.
June 12, 2014. World Cup Soccer Championships. Block
of four 2.40 L stamps, two players; goaltender; two
players; two players.
June 20, 2014. Gymnastics Personalities. 2.10 L Octavian
Beilu head coach of national team 9.10 L Mariana Bitang
coach and trainer. Also sheets of 6 and a souvenir sheet
with the two stamps.
September 12, 2014. Centenary of Romanian Olympic
Committee. 1 L stamp showing 100 and Olympic rings.
Printed in sheets of 8 with a central label. Souvenir sheet
with one 14.50 L stamp, Torch.
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Russia: July 14, 2015. World Championships
International Swimming Federation. 17r stamp depicting
a male diver.
St. Thomas: September 23, 2015. Cricket. Sheetlet of
four 31,000 Db stamps, Shane Keith Warne, Imran Khan;
Jacques Kallis; Brian Lara. Souvenir sheet with one
96,000 Db stamp, showing Sir Donald Bradman.
November 18, 2015. Table Tennis. Sheetlet of four
31,000Db stamps depicting players in action. Souvenir
sheet with one 96,000Db stamp, players in action.

Solomon Islands: September 3, 2015. Rugby. Sheetlet of
four $12.00 stamps showing players in action. Souvenir
sheet with one $40.00 stamp, players in action.
September 3, 2015. Tennis. Sheetlet of four $12.00
stamps showing single players in action. Souvenir sheet
with one $40.00, player.
September 25, 2015. Formula 1. Sheetlet with four
$12.00 stamps, Ayrton Senna; Niki Lauda; Albert Ascari;
Alain Prost. Souvenir sheet with one $40.00 stamp,
Michael Schumacher.
September 25, 2015. European Football Championship
2016. Sheetlet of four $12.00 stamps, depicting action
scenes. Souvenir sheet with one $40.00, player kicking
ball.

Togo: October 26, 2015. European Football (Soccer)

Championship 2016. Sheetlet of four 900F stamps, Stade
de France, players in action. Souvenir sheet with one
3200F stamp, player kicking ball.
November 26, 2015. Rugby. Sheetlet of four 900F stamps
depicting players in action scenes. Souvenir sheet with
one 3200F stamp, player running ball
December 18, 2015. Formula 1. Sheetlet of four 950F
stamps, Williams FW37 Mercedes; Mercedes F1 W06
Hybrid, Ferrari SF15-T, McLaren-Honda MP4-30.
Souvenir sheet with one 3,000F stamp, Ferrari SF-15T.
December 18, 2015. World Football Championship
Russia 2018. Sheetlet of four 950F stamps, Gazprom
arena in St. Petersburg, Stadium of Volograd. Souvenir
sheet with one 3,000F stamp, two players kicking ball.
December 18, 2015. Rio Olympics. Sheetlet with four
950F stamps, equestrian; archery; track; high jump.
Souvenir sheet with one 3,000F stamp, gymnastics.

Tunisia: September 10, 2015. Campaign Against Sports
Doping. 900m stamps, depicting a stylized runner.
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COMMEMORATIVE CANCELS
by Mark Maestrone
THE NUMBERING SYSTEM
Catalogue numbers are shown
at left, such as 05101-911. In this
example: 05=Year [2005];
1=Month [January]; 01=First day
of use; 911=First 3 ZIP code digits.
The months of October, November and December are 2-digit
months, and are expressed as X,
Y, and Z. The place of use is listed
next, followed by the dates of use.
All cancels are in black unless
otherwise indicated.
SPORTS CROSS INDEX
FEBRUARY - JUNE 2016
Baseball: 16318-009, 16608-056
16621-140.
Basketball: 16515-725.
Boxing: 16612-130.
Fishing: 16503-795.
Football: 16208-731, 16409-151.
Golf: 16305-070.
Running: 16507-131.
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16208-731 Del City, OK

8

16515-725 Newark, AR

16305-070 Westfield, NJ

5

16608-056 Montpelier, VT

8

16318-009 San Juan, PR

18

16612-130 Canastota, NY

12

16621-140 Brant, NY

21

16409-151 Monroeville, PA

9

16503-795 Lueders, TX

3

16507-131 Seneca Falls, NY

7

15
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We Buy and Sell Topicals!
Tens of Thousands of
Illustrated Topical Items
can be found on our website:
www.westminsterstamp.com
Westminster Stamp Gallery, Ltd. is the North American Agent for:

Auktionshaus Christoph Gaertner
We require all types of stamps, postal history, collections,
dealer stocks and estates. For Buying, Consigning or Selling,
please give us the chance to make you our best offer!
Mr. Palazzo can meet with you when you have important
philatelic properties available for consignment or for
outright purchase. The auction firm can also be
contacted directly at: www.auktionen-gaertner.de

We are members of ASDA, APS, ATA
For a printed list of your topical interest,
please contact us:
P.O. Box 456
Foxboro, MA 02035 USA
1-508-384-6157 FAX 1-508-384-3130
E-mail: stamps@westmin.win.net

